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this year. The candidate may, however, choose to answer in Bokmål or Nynorsk if he or 
she prefers. 
 

The Buddy Ring 
The application area for this exam is similar to the Obligatory Exercise 3 for INF5150 in 
2010: We are considering a set of smart mobile phones like those running on Android and 
they will communicate with each other through SMS, but we will assume that the users of the 
smart phones may not necessarily have to read these SMSes. 
 
We are designing an application (an “app”) on the smart phone that shall be used to keep 
track of all the participants in a “buddy ring”. A “buddy ring” is a set of persons with smart 
phones with location possibilities (through a GPS app). The buddy ring is a ring because we 
shall assume that the smart phones are organized in a ring with forwards and backwards 
references. Thus every member of the buddy ring will know only the address (telephone 
number) of one next person (forwards) and one previous person (backwards) in the ring. 
 
For the purpose of this exam we assume that the Buddy Ring application knows only one 
buddy ring. 

1 Modeling (35%) 
To explain what happens when the BuddyApp is started, please look at the sequence diagram 
in Figure 1. 



 
Figure 1 BuddyLocate the normal sequence for the BuddyApp 
 
The BuddyApp is initiated from the Buddy m1. He or she will provide their own position and 
send forwards and backwards requests for locations of the others in the buddy ring. When the 
request, either forwards or backwards comes back m1 knows all the positions and can have 
the map drawn by the application MAPS.  
 
The nice thing with this BuddyApp is that also all the others in the buddy ring will get the 
necessary information and can produce the map of the members of the buddy ring as 
indicated in the sequence diagram. 

1a)	The	composite	structure	of	the	context	
We assume that our Buddy Ring context is the owner of the behavior depicted by the 
sequence diagram in Figure 1. 
 
Furthermore, we show you in Figure 2 the composite structure of the Buddy.  
 
Make a composite structure diagram of a context consistent with that of the Buddy and with 
the behavior BuddyLocate. 
 



 
Figure 2 Composite Structure of Buddy 

Solution	to	1a)	

 
Solution Figure 1 Context of Buddys 
 
We notice in Solution Figure 1 the following points: 



 From the behavior of the buddy ring given in Figure 1 we get that a corresponding 
context needs to have part properties m1, m2, m3 and m4. 

 From the exam text and from the messages in the sequence diagram of Figure 1 we 
must have these parts organized in a ring given by connectors in forwards and 
backwards directions. 

 From the composite structure of Buddy given in Figure 2 we get that Buddy parts 
must have four ports: from_next, forwards, from_previous, backwards. 

 
End of solution to 1a) 

1b)	Decomposition	of	m2	
Please provide a sequence diagram that is the decomposition of the Lifeline “m2:Buddy” in 
BuddyLocate (Figure 1). 
 
Please look at the state machine in Figure 3 to see the signals used internally to Buddy. The 
internal signals are concerned with the communication between the central phone:BuddyApp 
and the user, maps and gps.  

Solution	to	1b)	

 
Solution Figure 2 m2_BuddyLocate decomposed from BuddyLocate for m2:Buddy 
 
The major points for decomposition are: 

 The gates on the edges must match in the order they appear on m2:Buddy. This holds 
even when the gates of the decomposition are on both side edges. 

 In this decomposition the user:HumanUser does not take part and could in principle 
be removed from the diagram 

 The two blubs used to describe actions in the BuddyLocate diagram can be defined by 
messages in the decomposition – one communication with maps:MAPS and one 
communication with gps:GPS. Whether the blubs themselves are repeated in the 
decomposition has no significance. 

 
End of solution to 1b) 



1c)	State	machine	of	BuddyApp	
We decide to describe BuddyApp as a state machine. 
 
In Figure 3 we have shown a state machine that is consistent with how the initiator 
“m1:Buddy” behaves in BuddyLocate (Figure 1), but it is not fully consistent with how the 
members m2, m3 and m4 should behave. 
 

 
Figure 3 Partial state machine for BuddyApp 
 
In Figure 3 we have used Rational Software Modeler version 7.5.4 and its concrete syntax 
shows the transition trigger enclosed in brackets directly above the transition effect if there is 
any effect on that transition.  
 
Enhance the state machine BuddyAppSM such that it is also consistent with the behaviors of 
m2, m3 and m4. 
 
You need not repeat Figure 3 other than those states that are also used in your enhancement. 



Solution	to	1c)	

 
Solution Figure 3 ByddyAppSM – the state machine consistent with all Buddys 
 
The following points can be made with respect to the state machine: 

 Please use states and not data decisions to make branches 
 There is one sequence for each of the three scenarios: 

o Initiating the BuddyApp – the given scenario in the state machine modeled 
from how the m1:Buddy part behaves 

o Receiving forwarding message first – like m2:Buddy, which results in 
continuing to forward before waiting for the backwards message when you 
know that you have enough information to make the map. 

o Receiving backwarding message first – like m4:Buddy, and this is symmetrical 
to the former forwarding case. 

 We have let the additional two sequential scenarios end in a final state and thus 
terminating the App. It is equally correct to let the transition go back to Idle. The 
question is just how dynamic one likes the App to be. Since we returned to Idle in the 
given initial scenario, it is reasonable that this should also be done for the other 
scenarios. 

 
End of Solution to 1c and to the whole 1. 

2 STAIRS (35%) 
The exercises below refer to the sequence diagram of Figure 1, but do not depend on what 
you have answered in Exercise 1 above. 

2	a)	Events	
The STAIRS Tutorial associates two events with each message, a transmission event and a 
reception event.  
 



I: How many reception events take place on the lifeline m3? Explain your answer.  
 
II: What is (are) the first reception event(s) of Figure 1? (If there is more than one possibility, 
list all the possibilities.) Explain your answer. 

2	b)	Traces	
I: The diagram of Figure 1 describes a set of more than one positive trace. Describe one of 
these traces as a sequence of events. Use the convention that !x and ?x represent respectively 
the transmission event and the reception event of the message x. 
 
II: How many positive traces does the diagram in Figure 1 describe? 
 
III: How many inconclusive traces correspond to the diagram in Figure 1? Explain your 
answer. 

2	c)	Refinement	
I: Let BuddyLocate2 be the diagram obtained from the diagram in Figure 1 by removing the 
last message (LocationReqForw from m4 to m3). Is BuddyLocate2 a refinement of 
BuddyLocate? Explain your answer. 
 
II: Is BuddyLocate a refinement of BuddyLocate2? Explain your answer. 
 
III: Draw a sequence diagram that is (A) a refinement of the sequence diagram in Figure 1 
and (B) contains both the xalt-operator and the ref-operator. Explain your answer. 
 
IV: Assume BuddyApp has been correctly implemented in accordance with the diagram in 
Figure 1. In what way may the positive behaviour captured by the diagram in Figure 1 be 
reflected in the implementation?  
 
V: Assume BuddyApp has been correctly implemented in accordance with the diagram in 
Figure 1. In what way may the inclusive behaviour corresponding to Figure 1 be reflected in 
the implementation? 
 

3 Risk Analysis (30%) 
The exercises below are independent of the exercises above. Consider the threat diagram in 
Figure 4. 



Figure 4
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